The behaviour of microtubules in chromosomal spindle fibres irradiated singly or doubly with ultraviolet light.
Areas of reduced birefringence (ARBs) produced by ultraviolet microbeam irradiation are areas of depolymerized microtubules. ARBs probably move poleward either by microtubule subunit addition at the kinetochore and loss at the pole, or by microtubule subunit addition at one edge of the ARB and loss from the other edge. In this paper we have used two approaches to try to distinguish between these two models. First, we determined whether the edges of the ARB move at the same rate; if ARB motion is due solely to addition at the kinetochore and loss at the pole, with the ARB edges unable to exchange subunits, then the two edges of each ARB should move at the same rate. On the other hand, if the exchange is at the ARB edges, then, from data from microtubules in vitro, the poleward edge should move much faster than the kinetochoreward edge. We found that the two edges of the ARB move at the same rate about half the time, but half the time they do not. Second, we studied the behaviour of two ARBs on a single fibre. If ARB motion is due solely to subunit addition at the kinetochore and loss at the pole, then the two ARBs must move poleward together. We found that after two ARBs are formed on a single fibre the region between the ARBs is unstable and rapidly depolymerizes. These results do not fit either model and suggest that influences of kinetochores and poles or other factors need to be considered that are not duplicated in experiments on microtubules in vitro.